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Abstract
Deep learning is catalyzing a scientific revolution fueled by big data, accessible
toolkits, and powerful computational resources, impacting many fields including pro-
tein structural modeling. Protein structural modeling, such as predicting structure
from amino acid sequence and evolutionary information, designing proteins toward de-
sirable functionality, or predicting properties or behavior of a protein, is critical to
understand and engineer biological systems at the molecular level. In this review, we
summarize the recent advances in applying deep learning techniques to tackle problems
in protein structural modeling and design. We dissect the emerging approaches using
deep learning techniques for protein structural modeling, and discuss advances and
challenges that must be addressed. We argue for the central importance of structure,
following the “sequence → structure → function” paradigm. This review is directed
to help both computational biologists to gain familiarity with the deep learning meth-
ods applied in protein modeling, and computer scientists to gain perspective on the
biologically meaningful problems that may benefit from deep learning techniques.
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1 Introduction
Proteins are linear polymers that fold into various specific conformations to function. The
incredible variety of three-dimensional structures determined by the combination and order in
which twenty amino acids thread the protein polymer chain (sequence of the protein) enables
the sophisticated functionality of proteins responsible for most biological activities. Hence,
obtaining the structures of proteins is of paramount importance in both understanding the
fundamental biology of health and disease and developing therapeutic molecules. While
protein structure is primarily determined by sophisticated experimental techniques such as
X-ray crystallography,1 NMR spectroscopy2 and, increasingly, cryo-electron microscopy,3
computational structure prediction from the genetically encoded amino acid sequence of
a protein has been employed as an alternative when experimental approaches are limited.
Computational methods have been used to predict the structure of proteins,4 illustrate the
mechanism of biological processes,5 and determine the properties of proteins.6 Further, all
naturally occurring proteins are a result of an evolutionary process of random variants aris-
ing under various selective pressures. Through this process, nature has explored only a small
subset of theoretically possible protein sequence space. To explore a broader sequence and
structural space that potentially contains proteins with enhanced or novel properties, tech-
niques such as de novo design can be employed to generate new biological molecules that have
the potential to tackle many outstanding challenges in biomedicine and biotechnology.7,8
While the application of machine learning and more general statistical methods in pro-
tein modeling can be traced back decades,9–13 recent advances in machine learning, especially
in deep learning (DL)14 related techniques, have opened up new avenues in many areas of
protein modeling.15–18 DL is a set of machine learning techniques based on stacked neural
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network layers that parameterize functions in terms of compositions of affine transforma-
tions and non-linear activation functions. Their ability to extract domain-specific features
that are adaptively learned from data for a particular task often enables them to surpass
the performance of more traditional methods. DL has made dramatic impacts on digital
applications like image classification,19 speech recognition20 and game playing.21 Success in
these areas has inspired an increasing interest in more complex data types, including pro-
tein structures.22 In the most recent Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP13
held in 2018),4 a biennial community experiment to determine the state-of-the-art in pro-
tein structure prediction, DL-based methods accomplished a striking improvement in model
accuracy (see Figure 1), especially in the “difficult” target category where comparative mod-
eling (starting with a known, related structure) is ineffective. The CASP13 results show that
the complex mapping from amino acid sequence to three-dimensional protein structure can
be successfully learned by a neural network and generalized to unseen cases. Concurrently,
for the protein design problem, progress in the field of deep generative models has spawned
a range of promising approaches.23–25
In this review, we summarize the recent progress in applying DL techniques to the prob-
lem of protein modeling and discuss the potential pros and cons. We limit our scope to
protein structure and function prediction, protein design with DL (see Figure 2), and a
wide array of popular frameworks used in these applications. We discuss the importance
of protein representation, and summarize the approaches to protein design based on DL for
the first time. We also emphasize the central importance of protein structure, following the
sequence → structure → function paradigm and argue that approaches based on structures
may be most fruitful. We refer the reader to other review papers for more information on
applications of DL in biology and medicine,15,16 bioinformatics,27 structural biology,17 fold-
ing and dynamics,18,28 antibody modeling,29 and structural annotation and prediction of
proteins.30,31
4
Figure 1: (a) Trend lines of backbone accuracy for the best models in each of the 13 CASP
experiments. Individual target points are shown for the two most recent experiments. The
accuracy metric, GDT TS, is a multiscale indicator of the closeness of the Cα atoms in
a model to those in the corresponding experimental structure (higher numbers are more
accurate). Target difficulty is based on sequence and structure similarity to other proteins
with known experimental structures (see Kryshtafovych et al. 4 for details). Figure from
Kryshtafovych et al. (2019).4 (b) Number of FM+FM/TBM (FM: free modeling, TBM:
template-based modeling) domains (out of 43) solved to a TM-score threshold for all groups
in CASP13. AlphaFold ranked 1st among them, showing the progress is mainly due to the
development of DL based methods. Figure from Senior et al. (2020)26
Figure 2: Schematic comparison of three major tasks in protein modeling: function predic-
tion, structure prediction and protein design. In function prediction, the sequence and/or
the structure is known and the functionality is needed as output of a neural net. In structure
prediction, sequence is known input and structure is unknown output. Protein design starts
from desired functionality, or a step further, structure that can perform this functionality.
The desired output is a sequence that can fold into the structure or has such functionality.
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2 Protein structure prediction and design
2.1 Problem definition
The prediction of protein three-dimensional structure from amino acid sequence has been
a grand challenge in computational biophysics for decades.32,33 Folding of peptide chains is
a fundamental concept in biophysics, and atomic-level structures of proteins and complexes
are often the starting point to understand their function and to modulate or engineer them.
Thanks to the recent advances in next-generation sequencing technology, there are now
over 180 million protein sequences recorded in UniProt dataset.34 In contrast, only 158,000
experimentally determined structures are available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Thus,
computational structure prediction is a critical problem of both practical and theoretical
interest.
More recently, the advances in structure prediction have led to an increasing interest in
the protein design problem. In design, the objective is to obtain a novel protein sequence that
will fold into a desired structure or perform a specific function, such as catalysis. Naturally
occurring proteins represent only an infinitesimal subset of all possible amino acid sequences
selected by the evolutionary process to perform a specific biological function.7 Proteins with
more robustness (higher thermal stability, resistance to degradation) or enhanced properties
(faster catalysis, tighter binding) might lie in the space that has not been explored by nature,
but is potentially accessible by de novo design. The current approach for computational
de novo design is based on physical and evolutionary principles and requires significant
domain expertise. Some successful examples include novel folds,35 enzymes,36 vaccines,37
novel protein assemblies,38 ligand-binding protein,39 and membrane proteins.40
2.2 Conventional computational approaches
The current methodology for computational protein structure prediction is largely based
on Anfinsen’s thermodynamic hypothesis,41 which states that the native structure of a pro-
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tein must be the one with the lowest free-energy, governed by the energy landscape of all
possible conformations associated with its sequence. Finding the lowest-energy state is chal-
lenging because of the immense space of possible conformations available to a protein, also
known as the “sampling problem” or Levinthal’s paradox.42 Furthermore, the approach re-
quires accurate free energy functions to describe the protein energy landscape and rank
different conformations based on their energy, referred as the “scoring problem”. In light of
these challenges, current computational techniques rely heavily on multi-scale approaches.
Low-resolution, coarse-grained energy functions are employed to capture large scale confor-
mational sampling such as the hydrophobic burial and formation of local secondary structural
elements. Higher-resolution energy functions are employed to explicitly model finer details
such as amino acid side-chain packing, hydrogen bonding and salt bridges.43
Protein design problems, sometimes known as the inverse of structure prediction prob-
lems, require a similar toolbox. Instead of sampling the conformational space, a protein
design protocol samples the sequence space that folds into the desired topology. Current
efforts can be broadly divided into two classes: modifying an existing protein with known se-
quence and properties, or generating novel proteins with sequences unrelated to those found
in nature. The former protocol evolves an existing protein’s amino acid sequence (and as a
result, structure and properties), and the latter is called de novo protein design.
Despite significant progress in the last several decades in the field of computational protein
structure prediction and design,7,33 accurate structure prediction and reliable design both
remain challenging. Conventional approaches rely heavily on the accuracy of the energy
functions to describe protein physics and the efficiency of sampling algorithms to explore the
immense protein sequence and structure space.
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3 Deep learning architectures
In conventional computational approaches, predictions from data are made by means of
physical equations and modeling. Machine learning puts forward a different paradigm in
which algorithms automatically infer – or learn – a relationship between inputs and outputs
from a set of hypotheses. Consider a collection of N training samples comprising features x
in an input space X (e.g., amino acid sequences), and corresponding labels y in some output
space Y (e.g., residue pairwise distances), where {xi, yi}Ni=1 are sampled independently and
identically distributed from some joint distribution P . Additionally, consider a function
f : X → Y in some function class H, and a loss function ` : Y × Y → R that measures how
much f(x) deviates from the corresponding label y. The goal of supervised learning is to
find a function f ∈ H which minimizes the expected loss, E[`(f(x), y)], for (x, y) sampled
from P . Since one does not have access to the true distribution but rather N samples from
it, the popular Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) approach seeks to minimize the loss over
the training samples instead. In neural network models, in particular, the function class is
parameterized by a collection of weights. Denoting these parameters collectively by θ, ERM
boils down to an optimization problem of the form
min
θ
1
N
N∑
i=1
`(fθ(xi), yi). (1)
The choice of the network determines how the hypothesis class is parameterized. Deep
neural networks typically implement a non-linear function as the composition of affine maps,
Wl : Rnl → Rnl+1 , where Wlx = Wlx + bl, and other non-linear activation functions,
σ(·). REctifying Linear Units (RELU) and max-pooling are some of the most popular non-
linear transformations applied in practice. The architecture of the model determines how
these functions are composed, the most popular option being their sequential composition
f(x) = WL σ(WL−1 σ(WL−2 σ(. . .W2σ(W1x)))) for a network with L layers. Computing
f(x) is typically referred to as the forward pass.
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We will not dwell on the details of the optimization problem in Eq. (1), which is typi-
cally carried out via stochastic gradient descent algorithms or variations thereof, efficiently
implemented via back-propagation. Rather, in this section we summarize some of the most
popular models widely used in protein structural modeling. High-level diagrams of the major
architectures are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of several architectures used in protein modeling and
design. (a) CNNs are widely used in structure prediction. (b) RNNs learn in an auto-
regressive way and can be used for sequence generation. (c) The VAE can be jointly trained
by protein and properties to construct a latent space correlated with properties. (d) In the
GAN setting, a mapping from a priori distribution to the design space can be obtained via
the adversarial training.
3.1 Convolutional neural networks (CNN)
Convolutional networks architectures44 are most commonly applied to image analysis or
other problems where shift-invariance or co-variance is needed. Inspired by the fact that an
object on an image can be shifted in the image and still be the same object, CNNs adopt
convolutional kernels for the layer-wise affine transformation to capture this translational
9
invariance. A 2D convolutional kernel w applied to a 2D image data x can be defined as:
S(i, j) = (x ∗w)(i, j) =
∑
m
∑
n
x(m,n)w(i−m, j − n) (2)
where S(i, j) represents the output at position (i, j), x(m,n) is the value of the input x at
position (m,n), w(i−m, j − n) is the parameter of kernel w at position (i−m, j − n), and
the summation is over all possible positions. An important variant of CNN is the residual
network (ResNet),45 which incorporates skip-connections between layers. These modification
have shown great advantages in practice, aiding the optimization of these typically huge
models. CNNs, especially ResNets, have been widely used in protein structure prediction.
An example is AlphaFold,22 in which the input is given by residue pair-wise features and the
output is a corresponding residue distance map (Figure 3a).
3.2 Recurrent neural networks (RNN)
Recurrent architectures are based on applying several iterations of the same function
along a sequential input.46 This can be seen as an unfolded architecture, and has been widely
used to process sequential data, such as written text and time series data. An example of an
RNN approach in the context of protein prediction is using an N-terminal subsequence of a
protein and predicting the next amino acid in the protein (Figure 3b; e.g. Mu¨ller et al. 47).
With an initial hidden state h(0) and sequential data [x(1),x(2), . . . ,x(n)], we can obtain
hidden states recursively:
h(t) = g(t)(x(t),x(t−1),x(t−2), . . . ,x(1)) = f(h(t−1),x(t);θ), (3)
where f represents a function or transformation from one position to the next, and g(t) repre-
sents the accumulative transformation up to position t. The hidden state vector at position
i, h(i), contains all the information that has been seen before. As the same set of parame-
ters (usually called a cell) can be applied recurrently along the sequential data, an input of
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variable length can be fed to an RNN. Due to the gradient vanishing and explosion problem
(the error signal decreases or increases exponentially during training), more recent variants
of standard RNN, namely Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)48 and Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU)49 are more widely used.
3.3 Variational auto-encoder (VAE)
Auto-Encoders50(AEs), unlike the ones discussed so far, provide a model for unsuper-
vised learning. Within this unsupervised framework, an auto-encoder does not learn labeled
outputs but instead attempts to learn some representation of the original input. This is
typically accomplished by training two parametric maps: an encoder function g : X → Rm
that maps an input x to an m-dimensional representation or latent space, and a decoder
g : Rm → X intended to implement the inverse map so that f(g(x)) ≈ x. Typically, the
latent representation is of small dimension (m is smaller than the ambient dimension of X )
or constrained in some other way (e.g., through sparsity).
Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs),51,52 in particular, provide a stochastic map between
the input space and the latent space. This is beneficial because, while the input space may
have a highly complex distribution, the distribution of the representation z can be much
simpler; e.g., Gaussian. These methods are derived from variational inference, a method
from machine learning that approximates probability densities through optimization.53 The
stochastic encoder, given by the inference model qφ(z|x) and parametrized by weights φ,
is trained to approximate the true posterior distribution of the representation given the
data, pθ(z|x). The decoder, on the other hand, provides an estimate for the data given
the representation, pθ(x|z). Direct optimization of the resulting objective is intractable,
however. Thus, training is done by maximizing the “Evidence Lower BOund” (ELBO),
Lθ,φ(x), instead, which provides a lower bound on the log-likehood of the data:
Lθ,φ(x) = Ez∼qφ(z|x) log pθ(x|z)−DKL (qφ(z|x) || pθ(z|x)) . (4)
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Here, DKL(qφ||pθ) is the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence, which quantifies the distance
between distributions qφ and pθ. Employing Gaussians for the factorized variational and
likelihood distributions, as well as employing a change of variables via differentiable maps,
allows for the efficient optimization of these architectures.
An example of applying VAE in the protein modeling field is learning a representation of
anti-microbial protein sequences (Figure 3c; e.g., Das et al. 54). The resulting continuous real-
valued representation can then be used to generate new sequences likely to have antimicrobial
properties.
3.4 Generative adversarial network (GAN)
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)55 are another class of unsupervised (generative)
models. Unlike VAEs, GANs are trained by an adversarial game between two models, or
networks: a generator, G, which given a sample, z, from some simple distribution pz(z) (e.g.,
Gaussian), seeks to map it to the distribution of some data class (e.g., naturally looking
images); and a discriminator, D, whose task is to detect whether the images are real (i.e.,
belonging to the true distribution of the data, pdata(x)), or fake (produced by the generator).
With this game-based setup, the generator model is trained by maximizing the error rate of
the discriminator, thereby training it to “fool” the discriminator. The discriminator, on the
other hand, is trained to foil such fooling. The original objective function as formulated in55
is:
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)] + Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]. (5)
Training is performed by stochastic optimization of this differentiable loss function. While
intuitive, this original GAN objective can suffer from issues such as mode collapse and
instabilities during training. The Wasserstein GAN (WGAN)56 is a popular extension of
GAN which introduces a Wasserstein-1 distance measure between distributions, leading to
easier and more robust training in practice.57 An example of GAN, in the context of protein
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modeling, is the work of Anand et al., to learn the distribution of protein backbone distances
and generate novel protein-like folds (Figure 3d).58 One network G generates folds, and a
second network D aims to distinguish between generated folds and fake folds.
4 Protein representation and function prediction
One of the most fundamental challenges in protein modeling is the prediction of function-
ality from sequence or structure. Function prediction is typically formulated as a supervised
learning problem. The property to predict can either be a protein-level property, such as a
classification as an enzyme or non-enzyme,59 or a residue-level property, such as the sites or
motifs of phosphorylation (DeepPho)60 and polyadenylation (Terminitor).61 The challeng-
ing part here and in the following models is how to represent the protein. Representation
refers to the encoding of a protein that serves as an input for prediction tasks or the output
for generation tasks. Although a deep neural network is in principle capable of extracting
complex features, a well-chosen representation can make learning more effective and effi-
cient.62 In this section, we will introduce the commonly used representations of proteins in
DL models: sequence-based, structure-based, and one special form of representation relevant
to computational modeling of proteins: coarse-grained models.
4.1 Amino acid sequence as representation
As the amino acid sequence contains the information essential to reach the folded struc-
ture for most proteins,41 it is widely used as an input in functional prediction and structure
prediction tasks. The amino acid sequence, like other sequential data, is typically converted
into one-hot encoding based representation (each residue is represented with one high bit
to identify the amino acid type and all the others low), that can be directly used in many
sequence-based DL techniques.63,64 However, this representation is inherently sparse, and
thus, sample-inefficient. There are many easily accessible additional features that can be
13
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Figure 4: Different types of representation schemes applied to a protein.
concatenated with amino acid sequences providing structural, evolutionary, and biophysical
information. Some widely used features include predicted secondary structure, high-level
biological features such as sub-cellular localization and unique functions,65 and physical
descriptors such as AAIndex,66 hydrophobicity, ability to form hydrogen bonds, charge,
solvent-accessible surface area, etc. A sequence can be augmented with additional data from
sequence databases such as multiple sequence alignments (MSA) or position-specific scoring
matrices (PSSM),67 or pairwise residue co-evolution features. Table 1 lists typical features
as used in CUProtein.68
4.2 Learned representation from amino acid sequence
Because the performance of machine learning algorithms highly depends on the features
we choose, labor-intensive and domain-based feature engineering was vital for traditional
machine learning projects. Now, the exceptional feature extraction ability of neural net-
works makes it possible to “learn” the representation, with or without giving the model
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any labels.62 As publicly available sequence data is abundant (See Table 2), a well-learned
representation that utilizes these data to capture more information is of particular interest.
The class of algorithms that address the label-less learning problem fall under the umbrella
of unsupervised or semi-supervised learning, which extracts information from unlabeled data
to reduce the number of labeled samples needed.
The most straightforward way to learn from amino acid sequence is to directly apply
natural language processing (NLP) algorithms. Word2Vec69 and Doc2Vec70 are groups of
algorithms widely used for learning word or paragraph embeddings. These models are trained
by either predicting a word from its context or predicting its context from one central word.
To apply these algorithm, Asgari and Mofrad first proposed a Word2Vec based model called
BioVec that interprets the non-overlapping 3-mer sequence of amino acids (eg. alanine-
glutamine-lysine or AQL) as “words” and lists of shifted “words” as “sentences”.71 They
then represent a protein as the summation of all overlapping sequence fragments of length
k, or k-mers (called ProtVec). Predictions based on the ProtVec representation outper-
formed state-of-the-art machine learning methods in the Pfam protein family72 classification
(93% accuracy for ∼ 7,000 proteins, versus 69.1-99.6%73 and 75%74 for previous methods).
Many Doc2Vec-type extensions were developed based on the “3-mer” protocol. Kimothi
et al. showed that non-overlapping k-mers perform better than the overlapping ones,75 and
Yang et al. compared the performance of all Doc2Vec frameworks for thermostability and
enantioselectivity prediction.76
In these approaches, the three-residue segmentation of a protein sequence is arbitrary and
does not embody any biophysical meaning. Alternatively, Alley et al. directly used an RNN
(unidirectional multiplicative long-short-term-memory or mLSTM78) model, called UniRep,
to summarize arbitrary length protein sequences into a fixed-length real representation by
averaging over the representation of each residue.77 Their representation achieved lower mean
squared errors on 15 property prediction tasks (absorbance, activity, stability, etc.) compared
to former models, including Yang et al.’s Doc2Vec.76 Notably, their sequence representation
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based model, UniRep Fusion, was able to outperform stability ranking predictions made by
Rosetta, which uses sequence, structure, and a scoring function trained on various biophysical
data.
Auto-encoders can also provide representations for subsequent supervised tasks.51 Ding
et al. showed that a VAE model is able to capture evolutionary relationships between se-
quences and stability of proteins,79 while Sinai et al. and Riesselman et al. showed that the
latent vectors learned from VAEs are able to predict the effects of mutations on fitness and
activity for a range of proteins such as poly(A)-binding protein, DNA methyltransferase and
β-lactamase.80,81 Recently, a lower-dimensional embedding of the sequence was learned for
the more complex task of structure prediction.68 Alley et al.’s UniRep surpassed former mod-
els, but since UniRep is trained on 24 million sequences and previous models (e.g., Prot2Vec)
were trained on much smaller datasets (0.5 million), it is not clear if the improvement was due
to better methods or the larger training dataset.77 Rao et al. introduced multiple biological-
relevant semi-supervised learning tasks, TAPE, and benchmarked the performance against
various protein representations. Their results show conventional alignment-based inputs still
outperform current self-supervised models on multiple tasks, and the performance on a single
task cannot evaluate the capacity of models.82 A comprehensive and persuasive comparison
of representations is required.
4.3 Structure as representation
Since the most important functions of a protein (binding, signaling, catalysis etc.) can
be traced back to the 3D structure of the protein, direct use of 3D structural information,
and analogously, learning a good representation based on 3D structure, are highly desired.
The direct use of raw 3D representations (such as coordinates of atoms) is hindered by con-
siderable challenges, including the processing of unnecessary information due to translation,
rotation, and permutation of atomic indexing. Townshend et al. 83 and Simonovsky and Mey-
ers,84 obtained a translationally-invariant, 3D representation of each residue by voxelizing
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its atomic neighborhood for a grid-based 3D CNN model. Alternatively, the torsion angles of
the protein backbone, which are invariant to translation and rotation, can fully recapitulate
protein backbone structure under the common assumption that variation in bond lengths
and angles is negligible. AlQuraishi employed backbone torsion angles to represent the 3D
structure of the protein as a 1D data vector.85 However, because a change in a backbone
torsion angle at a residue affects the inter-residue distances between all preceding and sub-
sequent residues, these 1D variables are highly interdependent, which can frustrate learning.
To circumvent these limitations, many approaches use 2D projections of 3D protein struc-
ture data such as residue-residue distance and contact maps24,86 and pseudo-torsion angles
and bond angles that capture the relative orientations between pairs of residues.87 While
these representations guarantee translational and rotational invariance, they do not guaran-
tee invertibility back to the 3D structure. The structure must be reconstructed by applying
constraints on distance or contact parameters using algorithms such as gradient descent
minimization, multidimensional scaling, a program like the Crystallography and NMR sys-
tem (CNS),88 or in conjunction with an energy-function-based protein structure prediction
program.22
An alternative to the above approaches for representing protein structures is the use of
a graph, i.e., a collection of nodes or vertices connected by edges. Such a representation
is highly amenable to the Graph Neural Network (GNN) paradigm,89 which has recently
emerged as a powerful framework for non-Euclidean data90 in which the data are represented
with relationships and inter-dependencies, or edges, between objects, or nodes.91 While the
representation of proteins as graphs and the application of graph theory to study their
structure and properties has a long history,92 the efforts to apply GNNs to protein modeling
and design is quite recent. As a benchmark, many GNNs59,93 have been applied to classify
enzymes from non-enzymes in the PROTEINS94 and D&D95 datasets. Fout et al. utilized
a GNN in developing a model for protein-protein interface prediction.96 In their model, the
node feature comprised residue composition and conservation, accessible surface area, residue
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depth, and protrusion index; and the edge feature comprised a distance and an angle between
the normal vectors of the amide plane of each node/residue. A similar framework was
used to predict antibody-antigen binding interfaces.97 Zamora-Resendiz and Crivelli 98 and
Gligorijevic et al. 99 further generalized and validated the use of graph-based representations
and the Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) framework in protein function prediction
tasks, using a Class Activation Map (CAM) to interpret the structural determinants of the
functionalities. Torng and Altman applied GCNs to model pocket-like cavities in proteins
to predict the interaction of proteins with small molecules,100 and Ingraham et al. adopted a
graph based transformer model to perform a protein sequence design task.23 These examples
demonstrate the generality and potential of the graph-based representation and GNNs to
encode structural information for protein modeling.
The surface of the protein or a cavity is an information-rich region that encodes how a
protein may interact with other molecules and its environment. Recently, Gainza et al. 101
used a geometric DL framework102 to learn a surface-based representation of the protein,
called MaSIF. They calculated “fingerprints” for patches on the protein surface using geodesic
convolutional layers, which were further used to perform tasks such as binding site prediction
or ultra-fast protein-protein interaction (PPI) search. The performance of MaSIF approached
the baseline of current methods in docking and function prediction, providing a proof-of-
concept to inspire more applications of geometry-based representation learning.
4.4 Score function and force field
A high-quality force field (or, more generally, score function) for sampling and/or ranking
models (decoys) is one of the most vital requirements for protein structural modeling.103 A
force field describes the potential energy surface of a protein. A score function may contain
knowledge-based terms that do not necessarily have a valid physical meaning, and they are
designed to distinguish near-native conformations from non-native ones (for example, learn-
ing the GDT TS104). A molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulation with a
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state-of-the-art force field or score function can reproduce reasonable statistical behaviors of
biomolecules.105–107
Current DL-based efforts to learn the force field can be divided into two classes: “fingerprint”-
based and graph-based. Behler and Parrinello developed roto-translationally invariant fea-
tures, i.e., Behler–Parrinello fingerprint, to encode the atomic environment for neural net-
works to learn potential surfaces from Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations.108
Smith et al. extended this framework and tested its accuracy by simulating systems up to
312 atoms (Trp-cage) for 1 ns.109,110 Another family that includes deep tensor neural network
(DTNN)111 and SchNet,112 utilizes graph convolution to learn a representation for each atom
within its chemical environment. Though the prediction quality and the ability to learn a
representation with novel chemical insight make the graph-based approach increasingly pop-
ular,28 the application has mainly focused on small organic molecules as it scales poorly to
larger systems.
A shift towards DL-based score functions is anticipated, especially due to the enormous
gains in speed and efficiency. For example, Zhang et al. showed that MD simulation on a
neural potential was able to reproduce energies, forces, and time-averaged properties com-
parable to ab initio MD (AIMD) at a cost that scales linearly with system size, compared
to cubic scaling typical for AIMD with DFT.113 Though these force fields are, in principle,
generalizable to larger systems, direct applications of neural potential to model full pro-
teins are still rare. PhysNet, trained on a set of small peptide fragments (at most eight
heavy atoms), was able to generalize to deca-alanine (Ala10),114 and ANI-1x and AIMNet
have been tested on Chignolin (10 residues) and Trp-cage (20 residues) within the ANI-
MD benchmark dataset.110,115 Lahey and Rowley and Wang et al. combined the Quantum
Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) strategy118 and the neural potential to model
docking with small ligands and larger proteins (up to 82 residues).116,117
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4.5 Coarse-grained models
Coarse-grained models are higher-level abstractions of biomolecules, such as using a sin-
gle pseudo-atom or a bead to represent multiple atoms, grouped based on local connectiv-
ity and/or chemical properties. Coarse-graining smoothens out the energy landscape, and
thereby helps avoid trapping in local minima and speeds up conformational sampling.119
One can learn the atomic-level properties to construct a fast and accurate neural coarse-
grained model once the coarse-grained mapping is given. Early attempts to apply DL based
methods to coarse-graining focus on water molecules with the roto-translationally invariant
features.120,121 Wang et al. developed CGNet and learned the coarse-grained model of the
mini protein, chignolin, in which the atoms of a residue are mapped to the corresponding Cα
atom. The free energy surface learned with CGNet is quantitatively correct and MD sim-
ulations performed with CGnet potential predict the same set of metastable states (folded,
unfolded, and misfolded).122 Also, the level of coarse-graining, e.g., a single coarse-grained
atom to represent a residue versus two coarse-grained atoms, one to represent the backbone
and the other to represent the sidechain, is critical to the performance of coarse-grained
models. For this purpose, Wang and Go´mez-Bombarelli applied an encoder-decoder based
model to explicitly learn the lower-dimensional representation of proteins by minimizing the
information loss at different levels of coarse-graining.123
5 Structure determination
The most successful application of DL in the field of protein modeling so far has been the
prediction of protein structure. Protein structure prediction is formulated as a well-defined
problem with clear inputs and outputs: predict the 3D structure (output) given amino acid
sequences (input), with the experimental structures as the ground truth (labels). This prob-
lem perfectly fits the classical supervised learning approach, and once the problem is defined
in these terms, the remaining challenge is to choose a framework to handle the complex re-
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lationship between input and output. The CASP experiment for structure prediction is held
every two years and served as a platform for DL to compete with state-of-the-art methods
and, impressively, outshine them in certain categories. We will first discuss the application of
DL to the protein folding problem, and then comment on some problems related to structure
determination. Table 3 summarizes major DL efforts in structure prediction.
5.1 Protein structure prediction
Before the notable success of DL at CASP12 (2016) and CASP13 (2018), the state-of-the-
art methodology employed complex workflows based on a combination of fragment insertion
and structure optimization methods such as simulated annealing with a score function or
energy potential. Over the last decade, the introduction of co-evolution information in the
form of evolutionary coupling analysis (ECA)124 improved predictions. ECA relies on the
rationale that residue pairs in contact in 3D space tend to evolve or mutate together; other-
wise, they would disrupt the structure to destabilize the fold or render a large conformational
change. Thus evolutionary couplings from sequencing data suggest distance relationships be-
tween residue pairs and aid structure construction from sequence through contact or distance
constraints. Since co-evolution information relies on statistical averaging of sequence infor-
mation from a large number of MSAs,125,126 this approach is not effective when the protein
target has only a few sequence homologs. Neural networks were, at first, introduced to de-
duce evolutionary couplings between distant homologs, thereby improving ECA-type contact
predictions for contact-assisted protein folding.124 While the application of neural networks
to learn inter-residue protein contacts dates back to the early 2000s,127,128 more recently
this approach was adopted by MetaPSICOV (2-layer NN),129 PConsC2 (2-layer NN),126 and
CoinDCA-NN (5-layer NN),125 which combined neural networks with ECAs. However, there
was no significant advantage to neural nets compared to other machine learning methods at
that time.130
In 2017, Wang et al. 86 proposed RaptorX-Contact, a residual neural network (ResNet)
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(a) Residue Distance Prediction by RaptorX: the overall network architecture of the deep dilated ResNet used
in CASP13. Inputs of the first-stage, one-dimensional convolutional layers are a sequence profile, predicted
secondary structure and solvent accessibility. The output of the first stage is then converted into a two-
dimensional matrix by concatenation and fed into a deep ResNet along with pairwise features (co-evolution
information, pairwise contact and distance potential). A discretized inter-residue distance is the output.
Additional network layers can be attached to predict torsion angles and secondary structures. Figure from
Xu and Wang (2019).131
(b) Direct Structure Prediction: Overview of recurrent geometric networks (RGN) approach. The raw amino
acid sequence along with a PSSM are fed as input features, one residue at a time, to a bidirectional LSTM
net. Three torsion angles for each residue are predicted to directly construct the three-dimensional structure.
Figure from AlQuraishi (2019).85
Figure 5: Two representative DL approaches to protein structure prediction
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based model,45 which, for the first-time employed a deep neural network for protein-contact
prediction, significantly improving the accuracy on blind, challenging targets with novel folds.
RaptorX-Contact ranked first in free modeling (FM) targets at CASP12.132 Its architecture
(Figure 5 (a)) entails (1) a 1D ResNet that inputs MSAs, predicted secondary structure
and solvent accessibility (from DL based prediction tool RaptorX-Property133) and (2) a
2D ResNet with dilations that inputs the 1D ResNet output and inter-residue co-evolution
information from CCMPred.134 In its original formulation, RaptorX-Contact outputs a bi-
nary classification of contacting versus non-contacting residue pairs.86 Later versions were
trained to learn multi-class classification for distance distributions between Cβ atoms.
135
The primary contributors to the accuracy of predictions was the co-evolution information
from CCMpred and the depth of the 2D ResNet, suggesting that the deep neural network
learned co-evolution information better than previous methods. Later, the method was ex-
tended to predict Cα−Cα, Cα−Cγ, Cγ−Cγ, N-O distances and torsion angles (DL based
RaptorX-Angle136) and all five distances, torsions, and secondary structure predictions were
converted to constraints for folding by CNS.135 At CASP12, however, RaptorX-Contact
(original contact based formulation) and DL drew limited attention because the difference
between top-ranked predictions from DL-based methods and hybrid DCA-based methods
was small.
This situation changed at CASP134 when one DL-based model, AlphaFold, developed
by team A7D, or DeepMind,22,26,137 ranked first and significantly improved the accuracy of
“free modeling” (no templates available) targets (Figure 1). The A7D team modified the
traditional simulated annealing protocol with DL-based predictions and tested three pro-
tocols based on deep neural networks. Two protocols used memory-augmented simulated
annealing (with domain segmentation, and fragment assembly) with potentials generated
from predicted inter-residue distance distributions and predicted GDT TS,138 respectively,
whereas the third protocol directly applies gradient descent optimization on a hybrid poten-
tial combining predicted distance and Rosetta score. For the distance prediction network, a
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deep ResNet, similar to that of RaptorX,86 inputs MSA data and predicts the probability
of distances between β−carbons. A second network was trained to predict GDT TS of the
candidate structure with respect to the true or native structure. The simulated annealing
process was improved with a Conditional Variational Auto-Encoder (CVAE)139 model that
constructs a mapping between the backbone torsions and a latent space conditioned by se-
quence. With this network, the team generated a database of nine-residue fragments for the
memory-augmented simulated annealing system. Gradient-based optimization performed
slightly better than the simulated annealing, suggesting that traditional simulated annealing
is no longer necessary and state-of-the-art performance can be reached with simply optimiz-
ing a network predicted potential. AlphaFold’s authors, like the RaptorX-Contact group,
emphasized that the accuracy of predictions relied heavily on learned distance distributions
and coevolutionary data.
Yang et al. further improved the accuracy of predictions on CASP13 targets using a shal-
lower network than former models (61 versus 220 ResNet blocks in AlphaFold) by addition-
ally training their neural network model (named trRosetta) to learn inter-residue orientations
along with β−carbon distances87 . The geometric features – Cα-Cβ torsions, pseudo-bond
angles, and azimuthal rotations – directly describe the relevant coordinates for the physical
interaction of two amino acid side chains. These additional outputs created significant im-
provement on a relatively fixed DL-framework, suggesting that there is room for additional
improvement.
An alternative and intuitive approach to structure prediction is directly learning the
mapping from sequence to structure with a neural network. AlQuraishi developed such an
end-to-end differentiable protein structure predictor, called Recurrent Geometric Network
(RGN), that allows direct prediction of torsion angles to construct the protein backbone
(Figure 5b).85 RGN is a bi-directional LSTM that inputs a sequence, PSSM, and positional
information and outputs predicted backbone torsions. Overall 3D structure predictions are
within 1-2 A˚ of those made by top-ranked groups at CASP13, and this approach boasts
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a considerable advantage in prediction time compared to strategies that learn potentials.
Moreover, the method does not use MSA-based information and could potentially be im-
proved with the inclusion of evolutionary information. The RGN strategy is generalizable
and well-suited for protein-structure prediction. Several generative methods (see below) also
entail end-to-end structure prediction models, like the CVAE framework used by AlphaFold,
albeit with more limited success.22
5.2 Related applications
Protein-Protein Interface (PPI) prediction identifies residues at the interface of the
two proteins forming a complex. Once the interface residues are determined, a local search
and scoring protocol can be used to determine the structure of a complex. Similar to protein
folding, efforts have focused on learning to classify contact or not. For example, Townshend
et al. developed a 3D CNN model (SASNet) that voxelizes the three-dimensional environ-
ment around the target residue,83 and Fout et al. developed a GCN-based model with each
interacting partner represented as a graph.96 Unlike those starting from the unbound struc-
tures,Zeng et al. reuse the model trained on single-chain proteins (i.e., RaptorX-Contact) to
predict PPI with sequence information alone, which resulted in RaptorX-Complex that out-
performs ECA-based methods at contact prediction.140 Another interesting approach directly
compares the geometry of two protein patches. Gainza et al. trained their MaSIF model by
minimizing the Euclidean distances between the complementary surface patches on the two
proteins while maximizing the distances between non-interacting surface patches.101 This
step is followed by a quick nearest neighbor scanning to predict binding partners. The ac-
curacy of MaSIF was comparable to traditional docking methods. However, MaSIF, similar
to existing methods, showed low prediction accuracy for targets that involve conformational
changes during binding.
Membrane Proteins (MPs) are partially or fully embedded in a hydrophobic environ-
ment composed of a lipid bilayer, and consequently, they exhibit hydrophobic motifs on the
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surface unlike majority of the proteins that are water soluble. Li et al. used a DL transfer
learning framework comprising one-shot learning from non-MPs to MPs.141 They showed
that transfer learning works surprisingly well here because the most frequently occurring
contact patterns in soluble proteins and membrane proteins are similar. Other efforts in-
clude classification of the trans-membrane topology.142 Since experimental biophysical data
is sparse for membrane proteins, Alford and Gray compiled a collection of twelve diverse
benchmark sets for membrane protein prediction and design for testing and learning of im-
plicit membrane energy models.143
Loop modeling is a special case of structure prediction, where most of the 3D protein
structure is given, but coordinates of segments of the polypeptide are missing and need to be
completed. Loops are irregular and sometimes flexible segments, and thus their structures
have been difficult to capture experimentally or computationally.144,145 So far, DL frameworks
based on inter-residue distance prediction (similar to protein structure prediction)146 and
those based on treating the loop residue distances with the remaining residues as an image
inpainting problem147 have been applied to loop modeling. Recently, Ruffolo et al. used a
RaptorX-like network setup and a trRosetta geometric representation to predict the structure
of antibody hypervariable complementarity-determining region (CDR) H3 loops, which is
critical for antigen binding.145
6 Protein design
We divide the current DL approaches to protein design into two broad categories. The
first uses knowledge of other sequences (either “all” sequenced proteins or a certain class of
proteins) to design sequences directly (Table 4). These approaches are well suited to create
new proteins with functionality matching existing proteins based on sequence information
alone. The second class follows the “fold-before-function” scheme and seeks to stabilize spe-
cific 3D structures, perhaps but not necessarily with the intent to perform a desired function
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(Tables 5 and 6). The first approach can be described as function→sequence (structure
agnostic), and the second approach fits the traditional step-wise inverse design: function →
structure → sequence.
6.1 Direct design of sequence
Approaches that attempt to design for sequences parallel work in the field of NLP, where
an auto-regressive framework is common, most notably, the RNN. In language processing,
an RNN model is able to take the beginning of a sentence and predict the next word in
that sentence. Likewise, given a starting amino acid residue or a sequence of residues, a
protein design model can output a categorical distribution for each of the 20 amino acid
residues for the next position in the sequence. The next residue in the sequence is sampled
from this categorical distribution, which in turn is used as the input to predict the following
one. Following this approach, new sequences, sampled from the distribution of the training
data, are generated, with the goal of having properties similar to those in the training set.
Mu¨ller et al. 47 first applied an LSTM RNN framework to learn sequence patterns of anti-
microbial peptides (AMPs),148 a highly specialized sequence space of cationic, amphipathic
helices. The same group then applied this framework to design membranolytic anticancer
peptides (ACPs).149 Twelve of the generated peptides were synthesized and six of them killed
MCF7 human breast adenocarcinoma cells with at least three-fold selectivity against human
erythrocytes. In another application, instead of traditional RNNs, Riesselman et al. 150 used
a residual causal dilated CNN151 in an auto-regressive way and generated a functional single-
domain antibody library conditioned on the naive immune repertoires from llamas; though
experimental validation was not presented. Such applications could potentially speed-up and
simplify the task of generating sequence libraries in the lab.
Another approach to sequence generation is mapping the latent space to the sequence
space, and common strategies to train such a mapping include AEs and GANs. As men-
tioned earlier, AEs are trained to learn a bi-directional mapping between a discrete design
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space (sequence) and a continuous real-valued space (latent space). Thus, many applica-
tions of AEs employ the learnt latent representation to capture the sequence distribution of
a specific class of proteins, and subsequently, to predict the effect of variations in sequence
(or mutations) on protein function.79–81 The utility of this learned latent space, however, is
more than that. A well trained real-valued latent space can be used to interpolate between
two training samples, or even extrapolate beyond the training data to yield novel sequences.
One such example is the PepCVAE model.54 Following a semi-supervised learning approach,
Das et al. trained a VAE model on an unlabeled dataset of 1.7 × 106 sequences and then
refined the model for the AMP subspace using a 15,000-sequence labeled dataset.54 By con-
catenating a conditional code indicating if a peptide is antimicrobial, the CVAE framework
allows efficient sampling of AMPs selectively from the broader peptide space. More than
82% of the generated peptides were predicted to exhibit antimicrobial properties according
to a state-of-the-art AMP classifier.54
Unlike AEs, GANs focus on learning the uni-directional mapping from a continuous real-
valued space to the design space. In an early example, Killoran et al.’s developed a model
that combines a standard GAN and activation maximization to design DNA sequences that
bind to a specific protein.152 Repecka et al. trained ProteinGAN on the bacterial enzyme
malate dehydrogenase (MDH) to generate new enzyme sequences that were active and solu-
ble in vitro, some with over 100 mutations, with a 24% success rate.153 Another interesting
GAN-based framework is Gupta and Zou’s FeedBack GAN (FBGAN) that learns to gener-
ate complementary DNA sequences for peptides.154 They add a feedback-loop architecture
to optimize the synthetic gene sequences for desired properties using an oracle (an external
function analyzer). At every epoch, they update the positive training data for the discrimina-
tor with high-scoring sequences from the generator so that the score of generated sequences
increases gradually. They demonstrated the efficacy of their model by successfully biasing
generated sequences towards anti-microbial activity and a desired secondary structure.
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6.2 Design with structure as intermediate
Within the fold-before-function scheme, one first picks or design a protein fold or topology
according to certain desirable properties, then determines the amino acid sequence that
could fold into that structure (function → structure → sequence). The main challenge in
generating feasible protein structures might still be choosing a suitable representation of
protein structures. Anand and Huang tested various representations (full atom, torsion-
only, etc.) with a deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) framework that generates sequence-
agnostic, fixed-length short protein structural fragments.24 They found that the distance
map of Cα atoms gives the most meaningful protein structures, though the asymmetry of ψ
and φ torsion angles155 was only recovered with torsion-based representations. Later they
extended this work to all atoms in the backbone and combined with a recovery network to
avoid the time-consuming structure reconstruction process.58 They showed that some of the
designed folds are stable in molecular simulation. Further work in this direction, such as
conditioned generation or variable length generation, would enable the design of folds with
desired functions.
As for the amino acid sequence design given a protein structure, under the supervised
learning setting, most efforts use the native sequences as the ground truth and recovery rate
of native-sequences (i.e. the percentage of sequence that matches the native one) as a success
metric. To compare, Kuhlman and Baker reported sequence-recovery rates of 51% for core
residues and 27% for all amino acid residues using traditional de novo design approaches.156
Since the mapping from sequence to structure is not unique (within a neighborhood of each
structure), it is not clear that higher sequence recovery rates would be meaningful. A class
of efforts, pioneered by the SPIN model,157 inputs a five-residue sliding window to predict
the amino acid probabilities for the center position to generate sequences compatible with
a desired structure. The features in such models include φ and ψ dihedrals, a sequence
profile of a 5-residue fragment derived from similar structures, and a rotamer-based energy
profile of the target residue using the DFIRE potential. SPIN157 reached a 30.7% sequence
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recovery rate and Wang et al. and O’Connell et al.’s SPIN2 further improved it to 34%.158,159
Another class of efforts inputs the voxelized local environment of an amino acid residue. In
Zhang et al.’s and Shroff et al.’s models, voxelized local environment was fed into a 3D CNN
framework to predict the most stable residue type at the center of a region.160,161 Shroff et al.
reported a 70% recovery rate and the mutation sites were validated experimentally.161 Anand
et al. trained a similar model to design sequences for a given backbone.162 Their protocol
involves iteratively sampling from predicted conditional distributions, and it recovered from
33% to 87% of native sequence identities. They tested their model by designing sequences for
five proteins including a de novo TIM-barrel. The designed sequences were 30-40% identical
to native sequences and predicted structures were 2-5 A˚ RMSD from the native conformation.
Another approach is to generate the full sequence instead of fragments, conditioned by a
target structure. Greener et al. 163 trained a CVAE model to generate sequences conditioned
on protein topology represented in a string.164 The resulting sequence was verified to be sta-
ble with molecular simulation. Karimi et al. developed gcWGAN that combined a CGAN
and a guidance strategy to bias the generated sequences towards a desired structure.165
They employed a fast structure prediction algorithm166 as an “oracle” to assess the output
sequence and provide feedback to refine the model. They examined the model for six folds
using Rosetta-based structure prediction, and gcWGAN had higher TM-score distributions
and more diverse sequence profiles than CVAE.163 Another notable experiment is Ingraham
et al.’s graph transformer model that inputs a structure, represented as a graph, and outputs
the sequence profile.23 They treat the sequence design problem similar to a machine trans-
lation problem, i.e., a translation from structure to sequence. Like the original transformer
model,167 they adopted an encoder-decoder framework with self-attention mechanisms to dy-
namically learn the relationship between information in two neighbor layers. They measured
their results by perplexity, a widely used metric in speech recognition,168 and the per-residue
perplexity (lower is better) for single chains was 9.15, lower than the perplexity for SPIN2
(12.86).
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7 Outlook and conclusion
In this review, we have summarized the current state-of-the-art DL techniques applied
to the problem of protein structure prediction and design. As in many other areas, DL
shows the potential to revolutionize the field of protein modeling. While DL originated from
computer vision, NLP and machine learning, its fast development combined with knowledge
from operations research,169 game theory,55 and variational inference51 amongst other fields,
has resulted in many new and powerful frameworks to solve increasingly complex problems.
The application of DL for biomolecular structure has just begun, and we expect to see more
efforts on methodology development and applications in protein modeling and design.
There are several trends we observed:
Experimental validation: An important gap in current DL work in protein modeling,
especially protein design (with few notable exceptions149,153,161), is the lack of experimental
validation. Past blind challenges, e.g., CASP and CAPRI, and design claims have shown
that experimental validation in this field is of paramount importance , where computational
models are still prone to error. A key next stage for this field is to engage collaborations
between machine learning experts and experimental protein engineers to test and validate
these emerging approaches.
Importance of benchmarking: In other fields of machine learning, standardized
benchmarks have triggered rapid progress.170–172 CASP is a great example that provides
a standardized platform for benchmarking diverse algorithms, including emerging DL-based
approaches. A well-defined question and proper evaluation (especially experimental) would
lead to more open competition among a broader range of groups and, eventually, the inno-
vation of more diverse and powerful algorithms.
Imposing a physics-based prior: One common topic among the machine learning
community is how to utilize existing domain knowledge to reduce the effort during training.
Unlike certain classical ML problems such as image classification, in protein modeling, a
wide range of biophysical principles restrict the range of plausible solutions. Some examples
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in related fields include imposing a physics-based model prior,173,174 adding a regularization
term with physical meaning,175 and adopting a specific formula to conserve physical sym-
metry.176,177 Similarly, in protein modeling, well-established empirical observations can help
restrict the solution space, such as the Ramanchandran distribution of backbone torsion
angles155 and the Dunbrack or Richardsons library of side-chain conformations.178,179
Closed-loop design: The performance of DL methodologies relies heavily on the quality
of data, but the publicly available datasets may not cover important sample space because of
experimental accessibility at the time of experiments. Furthermore, the dataset may contain
harmful noise from non-uniform experimental protocols and conditions. A possible solution
may be to combine model training with experimental data generation. For instance, one may
devise a closed-loop strategy to generate experimental data, on-the-fly, for queries (or model
inputs) that are most likely to improve the model, and update the training dataset with
the newly generated data.180–183 For such a strategy to be feasible, automated synthesis and
characterization is necessary. As high-throughput synthesis and testing of protein (or DNA
and RNA) can be carried out in parallel, automation is possible. While such a strategy may
seem far-fetched, automated platforms such as those from Ginkgo Bioworks or Transcriptic
are already on the market.
Reinforcement learning: Another approach to overcome the limitation of data avail-
ability is reinforcement learning (RL). Biologically meaningful data may be generated on-
the-fly in simulated environments such as the Foldit game. In the most famous application
of RL, AlphaGo Zero,21 an RL agent (network) was able to learn and master the game by
learning from the game-environment alone. There are already some examples of RL in the
field of chemistry and electric engineering to optimize the organic molecules or computational
chips.184–186 One suitable protein modeling problem for an RL algorithm would be training
an AI agent to make a series of “moves” to fold a protein, similar to the Foldit game.187,188
Model interpretability: One should keep in mind that a neural network represents
nothing more (and nothing less) than a powerful and flexible regression model. Addition-
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ally, due to their highly recursive nature, neural networks tend to be regarded as “black-
boxes”, i.e., too complicated for practitioners to understand the resulting parameters and
functions. Although model interpretability in ML is a rapidly developing field, many popu-
lar approaches, such as saliency analysis189–191 for image classification models, are far from
satisfactory.192 Though other approaches193,194 offer more reliable interpretations, their ap-
plication to DL model interpretation has been largely missing in protein modeling. As a
result, current DL models offer limited understanding of the complex patterns they learn.
The “sequence → structure → function” paradigm: We know from molecular bio-
physics that a sequence translates into function through the physical intermediary of a three-
dimensional molecular structure. Allosteric proteins,195 for instance, may exhibit different
structural conformations under different physiological conditions (e.g., pH) or environmental
stimuli (e.g. small molecules, inhibitors), reminding us that context is as important as pro-
tein sequence. That is, despite Anfinsen’s hypothesis,41 sequence alone does not always fully
determine the structure. Some proteins require chaperones to fold to their native structure,
meaning that a sequence could result in non-native conformations when the kinetics of fold-
ing to the native structure may be unfavorable in the absence of a chaperone. Since many
powerful DL algorithms in NLP operate on sequential data, it may seem reasonable to use
protein sequences alone for training DL models. In principle, with a suitable framework and
training, DL could disentangle the underlying relationships between sequence and structural
elements. However, a careful selection of DL frameworks that are structure or mechanism-
aware will accelerate learning and improve predictive power. Indeed, many successful DL
frameworks applied so far (e.g. convolutional neural networks or graph convolutional neural
networks) factor in the importance of learning on structural information.
Finally, with the hope of gaining insight into the fundamental science of biomolecules,
there is a desire to link artificial intelligence (AI) approaches to the underlying biochemical
and biophysical principles that drive biomolecular function. For more practical purposes, a
deeper understanding of underlying principles and hidden patterns that lead to pathology
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is important in the development of therapeutics. Thus, while efforts strictly limited to
sequences are abundant, we believe that models with structural insights will play a more
critical role in the future.
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